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Active subduction zones will be a fundamental part of the new Subduction Cycles and
Deformation initiative in GeoPRISMS, nonetheless, some key aspects of their geology cannot be
studied from the surface: seismic images are limited by km-scale wavelengths in the deep crust
and upper mantle; monitoring active seismicity is limited to moderate to large earthquakes;
deformation and rheology is inferred from geodetic observations that are filtered by the overlying
lithosphere; and metamorphic processes must be inferred by the geochemical products returned to
the surface, potentially transformed, through the overlying crust. All of these processes can and
must be addressed by focused geological study of exhumed subduction margins; though examples
abound worldwide, we should not restrict ourselves to any single fossil site, but certain locations
offer unusual opportunities.
Exposures of pseudotachylite in lower crustal rocks in two locations in western Norway result
from frictional melting during intermediate-depth paleo-earthquakes in the overriding plate
during Caledonian subduction. Local pseudotachylite veins occur within or adjacent to eclogitefacies shear zones in otherwise metastable granulite-facies gabbroic rocks in both the Bergen
Arcs and on Flakstadøy in the Lofoten Islands (e.g., Austrheim and Boundy, 1994; Steltenpohl et
al., 2006). Field relations at both localities suggest a close interplay of multiple subductionrelated processes in the deep crust near the plate interface between brittle and ductile
deformation, metamorphic reactions, and fluid infiltration (Bachmann et al., 2009).
Estimates of P=1.5-2.1 GPa and T~700ºC suggests depths ≥50-60 km, nominally below the
brittle-ductile transition, for eclogite-facies metamorphism and coexisting shear zone formation in
both locations (Jamtveit et al., 1990; Markl and Bucher, 1997), and pseudotachylite formed at
eclogite-facies conditions based on the presence of high-pressure garnet and omphacite crystals in
these quenched frictional melts (Austrheim and Boundy, 1994; Steltenpohl et al., 2006). While
the pseudotachylite has not been directly dated, eclogite-facies metamorphism and the coeval
shear zone deformation occurred at c. 430 Ma (e.g., Steltenpohl et al., 2003; Glodny et al., 2008);
these ages suggest a genetic link between pseudotachylite formation and subduction deformation
in the overriding plate during the Scandian phase of the Caledonian orogeny.
Pseudotachylites are interpreted as quenched frictional melts resulting from localized deformation
at seismic strain rates (0.1-1 m/s; Cowan, 1999). The melt volumes represented by these
Norwegian pseudotachylite veins implies seismic energies corresponding to small magnitude
earthquakes: micro-earthquakes up to a magnitude of ~1 for melt volumes approximating those in
the Lofotens based on calculations in Wenk et al. (2000), while Bjornerud et al. (2002) estimate a
minimum magnitude of ~3.3 for pseudotachylite veins in the Bergen Arcs. The correlation of
pseudotachylite with eclogite-facies shear zones suggests deformation styles change between
high-velocity brittle faulting and slow, ductile shear in the lower crust.
Whereas eclogite-facies metamorphism and the associated density increase and accompanying
rapid(?) volume decrease probably did not trigger the earthquakes because pseudotachylite also
occurs in uneclogitized gabbro (in the Bergen Arcs, Bjornerud et al., 2002), these brittle
deformation events likely opened pathways for fluid infiltration that led to localized metamorphic
reactions. It is clear that the rheology of the lower crust changed during Caledonian deformation:
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a strong, dry granulitic lower crust deformed brittlely during the pseudotachylite-forming events;
the resulting in fluid infiltration and eclogitization was accompanied by ductile shearing
demonstrating significant strength reduction (Bjornerud et al., 2002).
Geological study of exhumed subduction margins such as this in western Norway should be part
of the new Subduction Cycles and Deformation initiative in GeoPRISMS. Exhumed subduction
margins are particularly well-suited for addressing key questions put forth in the Draft Science
Plan as they relate to the interplay between brittle and ductile deformation, metamorphic
reactions, and fluid infiltration: 1) What controls the size, location and frequency of great
subduction zone earthquakes and how is this related to the spatial and temporal variation of slip
behaviors observed along subduction faults?; 2) How does deformation across the subduction
plate boundary evolve in space and time, through the seismic cycle and beyond?; and 3) How do
subduction zone processes affect the rheology and dynamics of the plate interface?
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